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MURRAYS' RETURN ASSURED OF GRABBING FANS' 
ATTENTION 
 	
The long-awaited return of Murrays, the fictional department store in Edinburgh's 
Princes Street, takes place on 31st July 2017 with the publication of Jane Tulloch's 
Assured Attention.  
 
Following on from Jane's surprise 2016 hit debut novel Our Best Attention, she leads 
readers back inside the large, gothic building, and in particular to the adventures of 
its staff and customers. 
	
Published once again by Comely Bank Publishing, this new book has moved the 
store forward into the 1980s. Balancing Murrays' treasured traditions against the 
need to progress with the times brings new challenges for owner Miss Margaret 
Murray and her team.	
 	
In Assured Attention, two garden parties, a holiday surprise, an unsung member of 
staff with an extraordinary gift and an industrial relations disaster all feature. We 
meet characters familiar and new, together with a cat to soften the hardest of hearts.  
 	
Jane, who has already begun work on a third volume, said: “In the 1970s, I worked in 
a store very like Murrays and really enjoyed it. Working in the NHS in the years that 
followed, I saw many similarities between the people I met in both places – each just 
individuals, each with their own personal foibles. 
	
Jane has thoroughly enjoyed the eighteen months that have elapsed since Our Best 
Attention was published at the start of last year. 
 
"I've really enjoyed writing about the characters, who almost feel part of my own 
'family' nowadays,". "And like its predecessor, Assured Attention follows a format in 
which I can write comfortably."  
 
Jane has worked for the NHS for 30 years and writes as a form of relaxation.  She 
lives with her husband, a giant cat and welcomes the occasional interruption from 
her boisterous grandsons.	
 	
Jane chose to work with the community publishing co-operative, Comely Bank 
Publishing, which was set up by author Gordon Lawrie in 2012. Gordon set up the 
publishing co-operative to give Scottish writers additional options for independent 
publishing and for writers to share their experiences and expertise.	
 	



Publisher Gordon Lawrie said: “I set up Comely Bank Publishing because I genuinely 
believe that too many authors are failing to have their works published. Agents and 
publishers have become too cautious, grasping at poorer-quality work simply 
because it carries the name of an established author or a bankable celebrity. 

“The future of literature can only be saved if bright new talent is nurtured as it used to 
be. 

“Here at Comely Bank Publishing we want to share our experiences so that others 
can benefit from what we have learned along the way.” 

For more information and to obtain high-resolution pictures, contact Jane Tulloch or 
phone 0131 332 4404 

Assured Attention, by Jane Tulloch, ISBN 9780993026232, is published by 
Comely Bank Publishing on 31st July 2017, priced £9.99 

 	
Ends, 464 WORDS	
 	
 
 
 
NOTES:	
 	
Comely Bank Publishing is a publishing co-operative that creates opportunities for 
Scottish authors to publish works of interest using 21st century publishing options, 
including e-books and print on demand.  

Currently, the co-operative concentrates on fiction, including short fiction, although it 
is open to other work as well. Comely Bank Publishing does not seek to make profits 
out of its authors, but looks to form a group of authors who help each other develop 
and, as a result, it can afford to be open-minded about what it publishes.	
 	
Comely Bank Publishing is based at: 

Comely Bank Publishing, 87/6 Comely Bank Avenue, Edinburgh EH4 1EU 

Email: info@comelybankpublishing.com 

Telephone: (+44) 0131-332-3470 

Website: www.comelybankpublishing.com 

Twitter @comelybankpub 

Link to high resolution photos and pictures 

 

 



SIDE BAR 

There are a number of books that started out as self-published. The list includes: 

At number one, 50 Shades of Grey is the best-known self-publishing success story. 
EL James’ story started out as fan fiction in tribute to the Twilight series and she 
posted it on fan fiction sites and her own website before developing it into a trilogy. 
The first book was self-published as an e-book and print-on-demand book.  

James Redfield’s spiritual journey The Celestine Prophecy was self-published in 
the 1990s, with the author selling copies out of the back of his Honda. When he’d 
sold the first 100,000 copies, Warner Books agreed to publish it. The book is 
believed to have sold more than 20 million copies world-wide. 

Romance novels tend to do well in self-publishing. HM Ward’s Ferro family saga 
has sold more than 4 million books since her debut in 2011. Her first book, Damaged, 
became a number one best seller in Amazon’s new adult genre. Ms Ward is still a 
self-published author. 

The film attracted attention this year with Julianne Moore’s Oscar win for her main 
character, but Still Alice started life as a	self-published book. The story – about a 
woman with early onset Alzheimer’s – was picked up by Simon & Schuster in 2009 
and it spent more than 40 weeks on the New York Times best-seller list. 

Hugh Howey and his Wool trilogy are self-published success stories. Whilst Howey 
did opt for a traditional publishing deal such was his power that he was able to 
negotiate the terms of that deal, turning down a seven-figure sum for a six-figure one 
so that he could hold onto the digital rights. 

Amanda Hocking started publishing her rejected paranormal fiction books on 
Amazon to raise $300 so that she could pay for a visit to an exhibition about 
Muppets creator Jim Henson. In six months she had made $20,000 and some two 
years later, $2.5 million.  

John Grisham’s first novel was influenced by Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mocking Bird – 
and rejected 28 times. He then published 5,000 copies through a small private 
publisher. Later books were published by Doubleday which led to the re-issuing of 
his first novel, A Time to Kill. 

	


